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Ticking Time Bomb 

 They walk your streets. They’re in your neighborhoods. They could be standing next to 

you and you wouldn’t even know it. They are like animals: pouncing on prey, feasting on the 

weak and watching them suffer. After they have completed their mission, they crawl back into 

their cave and wait for the next victim. So, what makes a serial killer tick? 

 

 A serial killer could be anyone, from businessmen to hard working housewives. Though 

most are stereotyped as intelligent white males that come from unstable families; often having 

criminal, psychiatric, or alcoholic histories. Many serial killers were abused emotionally, 

physically, or sexually by a family member. In an early age, they were involved in sadistic 

activities or torturing of animals, bullied as children, and involved in petty crimes. These 

statistics play a major role in the type of serial killer they become.  

 

 There are distinctive types of serial killers: visionary, mission oriented, hedonistic, and 

power. However, some killers may present considerable overlap of these groups.  

 

 Visionary serial killers are people who suffer from psychotic breaks with reality, 

sometimes believing they’re another person. Some are forced to murder by entities such as the 

devil or God. David Berkowitz, also known as “Son of Sam”, is one example of a visionary 

killer. David claimed a demon transmitted orders through his neighbor’s dog, instructing him to 

commit murder. Another example would be Herbert Mullin, “Santa Cruz Killer”, who killed 13 

people in California in the early 1970s because of the voices in his head told him it was time to 

“sing the die song”. 

 

 Unlike visionary killers, mission oriented serial killers are generally not psychotic and 

justify their acts as getting rid of a certain type of person they distinguish as undesirable. They 

see themselves as trying to change society. Ted Kaczynski, the “Unabomber”, targeted 

universities and the airline industry because he wanted society to return to a time when 

technology was not a threat to the future. 

 

 Hedonistic serial killers seek thrills and devised pleasure from killing. Whether it's from 

sex, pain, or material gain. Hedonistic killers are broken down into three types, lust, thrill, and 

comfort killers.  

 

A Lust Killer's primary motive is sex; it doesn’t matter if the victim is dead or alive. 

Fantasies play a large role in their killings. They use weapons that require close contact with 

their victim such as knifes or hands. An example of a lust killer would be Jeffery Dahmer who 



searched for his perfect fantasy lover. As his desire increased, he began experimenting with 

drugs, alcohol, and exotic sex. His increasing need for stimulation was shown by the 

dismemberment of victims, whose heads and genitals he preserved and experimented with 

cannibalism to “ensure his victims would always be a part of him”.  

 

 Thrill Killers murder only for the kill; there is no sexual aspect. They want to induce pain 

or create terror for their victims, which provide excitement for the killer. They seek adrenaline 

rush from hunting and killing victims. Normally the victim is a stranger, but the killer may have 

followed them for a period of time. Thrill killers can go without killing for long periods of time 

and become more successful at killing as they improve their murder methods. Their goal is to 

commit the perfect murder and believe they’ll never be caught. Robert Hansen, the “Zodiac 

Killer”, took his victims to a secluded area, where they would be let loose and then he would 

hunt and kill them.  

Comfort Killers are somewhat different from lust and thrill killers. They are motivated by 

material gain and a comfortable lifestyle. Usually the victim is a family member or someone with 

close acquaintances with the killer. After a murder, the killer would often wait a period of time 

before killing again, to allow any suspicions by family or authorities to subside. Comfort killers 

are often female and use poison to kill their victims. Dorothea Puente killed her tenants for their 

Social Security checks and buried them in the backyard of her home. Professional killers, 

“hitmen”, may also be considered comfort killers, like Richard Kuklinski charged ten thousands 

of dollars for a “hit”, earning him enough money to support his family. 

Power-or control-motivated Killers want to gain and expert power over their victims, 

differencing from hedonistic killers. This is the type of serial killer that could have been abused 

or bullied as a child, leaving them feeling powerless as an adult. These killers sexually abuse 

their victims, but rape is not motivated by lust but is simply another form of dominating the 

victim. Ted Bundy traveled around the United States seeking women to control. 

All serial killers are different. But they all have one thing in common; they strike in the 

same place, their comfort zone. Unlike Ted Bundy, most serial killers commit the acts of murder 

in a certain area for example, a place of residence, employment, or residence of a relative. Some 

serial killers may spiral out of their comfort zone if their confidence builds or to avoid detection. 

Very few killers, however, travel long distances to kill. 

 

 A serial killer can break at any moment. Depends on the killer but also depending on the 

victim. A killer may wait a period of time before striking. Some killers will follow a victim to 

examine them, finding out where they go daily, live, and work. Other killers, mainly visionary 

killers, may strike at the first person they see. Again, every killer is different. Some can blow up 

at any second while others may take time.  

 


